Irish Gins
Boatyard Double 46%, Fermanagh, NI

£6.50

From the first legal distillery in Fermanagh in 120 years comes this ‘super premium’ gin. A beautiful floral, citrus crush note
from this ‘double gin’, so called due to the fact that they follow a traditional Dutch-style method of second contact with fresh
botanicals. Have a double!

Jawbox 43%, Echlinville Distillery, Ards Peninsula, NI

£5.50

Big, bold juniper and pine notes balanced with coriander and clean citrus on the nose that becomes more complex on the
palate developing into pepper, green angelica and subtle rootiness. The 300 acre Echlinville Estate dates back to the 16th
century and is home to both the distillery and the fields where the grain is grown and harvested.

Copeland Rhuberry 37.8% and Copeland Raspberry & Mint 37.8%, County Down, NI each £5.50
New fruit forward Saintfield gins. Founded in the summer of 2015 aided by crowd-funding (with over 580 backers) we have
Batch 001. Try them as an aperitif over ice or classic G&T?

Shortcross Small Batch 46%, Rademon Estate, Crossgar, NI

£6.50

Northern Ireland’s first craft gin distillery founded in 2012 by husband and wife team Fiona and David Armstrong-Boyd.
Their copper still is custom made, with 2 enrichment, chambers by top German Still makers Carl. Wild clover foraged from
local sources, elderflowers, elderberries, coriander seeds, lemon and orange peel combine to produce a classy classic gin.

Thin Gin 40%, Waterford, Ireland

£5.50

Best Irish Gin at The I.W.A. Awards 2015. When Isaac Thin couldn't find the exquisite Gin he'd tasted in Paris locally, he set
about creating his own. Thin conducted experiments using juniper, coriander, citrus peel and Irish hedgerow fruits. His gin
is fun, fruity and slightly naughty...find out more about the back story to this gin!

NEW Drumshanbo Gunpowder Irish Gin 43%, Leitrum, Ireland NEW
Listoke 1777 Small Batch 43.3%, Listoke Distillery, Ballymakenny, Louth
That Boutique-y Gin Company London Dry 46%, Rademon Estate, Crossgar

£5.50
£5.50
£6.50

Favourites
Bathtub Gin 43.3%, England

£5.50

An extraordinary award-winning gin, produced by the enigmatic Professor Cornelius Ampleforth. Made using the traditional
method of Cold Compounding (or in layman's terms- infusing). Very high quality copper pot-still spirit is infused with
ingredients including orange peel, coriander, cloves, cinnamon and cardamom. To our knowledge this is the only coldcompounded gin available and made in ultra-small batches. Bold and perfumed flavour lightly tinted by the botanicals.

Hammer & Son Old English 44%, London, England

£6

Oldy-timey gin from H&S, made with 11 botanicals to a recipe from 1783 and distilled in the oldest working pot, still in
England! The pot still is called 'Angela' and after the distillations byHenrik Hammer a small amount (4 grams per litre) of
sugar is added to the blended distillates prior to bottling at London's Thames Distillery, as many believe is in keeping with
the old English style of gin (Old Tom).

Gin Xoriguer 38%Vol. Mahon, Menorca, Spain

£5

Xoriguer is the same today as it always has been- the result of distillation in traditional copper stills. Xoriguer use a secret
family recipe including high quality wine alcohol and juniper berries from the Mediterranean mountains, together with
aromatic herbs, to produce this gorgeous gin.

Monkey 47 47%, Black Forest, Germany

£9.50

An unusual gin, Monkey 47 contains a unique ingredient. No!......not that!! Cranberries!! The 47 comes from the number of
botanicals that go into this gin and the fact that it's bottled at a very healthy 47%. This plethora of ingredients has paid off
as it has won the World Spirits Gold Award and the Best In Class at The International Wine and Spirits Competition. Not
bad!

Herno Juniper Cask,47%, Harnosand, Sweden

£6.50

Fresh woodiness and junipery pine with soft citrus blossom, Herno Juniper has a sublime thick texture with gentle dryness.
Herno are the only distillery to be awarded the Gold Outstanding medal by the ‘International Spirits and Wine Competition’
in 2015 together with the Contemporary Gin Trophy. ‘Global Gin Masters’ Masters medals in both 2015 and 2016. Intense,
invigorating and engaging.

Specials
Tarquin's Handcrafted Cornish Dry Gin 42%Vol. Cornwall, England
Hayman's Old Tom Gin 40% Vol. England
Rock Rose 41.5%, Dunnet Bay, Scotland
Silent Pool 43%, Surrey, England
Shortcross Small Batch Cask Aged 44%, Rademon Estate, Crossgar, N.I.

£6
£5
£6.50
£7.50
£7.50

